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Critiques of Sovereignty 

 
Course Description: 

â€œSovereignty does not know itself to be unsovereign.â€• Foucault 

The translation of Foucault’s influential seminar Society Must Be Defended has prompted renewed 
interest in biopolitics at a time when the entanglements of sovereignty, security and subjectivity take 
on a added urgency in the political landscape. While political philosophy has attended to intensifications 
and alterations in the contemporary framing and embodiment of state sovereignty, going so far as to 
suggest that the “state of exception” has become the rule in an ever more ruthless form of the 
biopolitical, recent work in postcolonial studies, critical races studies, feminist philosophy, queer 
studies, anthropology, third world cultural studies and literature offers nuanced and complex analyses 
of life in the margins, analyses that demonstrate the inextricability of state sovereignty and subjectivity. 
Such writing contends that considerations of sovereignty that foreclose or ignore the many forms of 
subjection (sexual, racial, gendered, religious, class based, to name a few) cannot answer to the 
demands of description nor can they yield new resources for thought or action. In light of these 
complex critiques of sovereignty and of a particular strain in political theory, an approach that returns 
to the themes of subjection, subjectivation and state power becomes newly compelling. In this class we 
will foreground this productive imbrication of sovereignty, subjectivation and subjection. 
 
To this end we will amplify the critiques of sovereignty-after-Foucault through selective soundings of 
theoretical reflections on the body, the speaking subject, the sovereignty of the aesthetic, and the 
politics of resistance. Topics (torture, death penalty, anti-colonial resistance) and theoretical readings 
(philosophy, political theory, anarchist anthropology, queer and feminist theory, psychoanalysis) will be 
wide ranging. 
 
Required Texts: 
Theoretical readings may include: Giorgio Agamben, Talal Asad, Georges Bataille, Judith Butler, Pierre 
Clastres, Michel Foucault, Jacques Rancière 
 
Literary texts: Mahmoud Darwish, Memory for Forgetfulness, Genet, Prisoner of Love, K. Sello 
Duiker, 13 Cents 


